The New Fall Goods

There's an indefinable something in the atmosphere now just that suggests Fall is on the way. The sun seems to have grown more golden, the days to have grown shorter, and there is an uneasily in the air that says, "It's almost time to change the leaves are changing color." Nature is sending forth her heralds, and soon the woods will be ablaze.

The story which the shadows now but faintly suggest.

Our Windows this week will remind you that we are not behind the times.

See Our Line of

50c Dress Goods.

Bargains in Couches

AT

W. J. DE WOLFE'S,

504—Broadway—506.

No trouble to sour goods.

IDEAL INSURANCE is found in that contract which by its direct proportion, guarantees all the maximum benefits, the greatest privileges and the highest values at the minimum cost. Policies issued by the Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company of Hartford, Conn., fulfill all the requirements of this ideal insurance. Premiums lower, annual dividends greater, cash, gold and silver raisers, more substantial than any other company. Make it a contract which furnishes the highest standard for policy holders.

Van Vast & Leonard
General Insurance, Citizens Bank building.

THE

Packard Shoe
FOR MEN

For twenty-seven years the Packard Company has been doing business in style, and in the full assurance that the Packard is the best and only way to go.

Headquarters

Paul Jones
Jelly Shoes

R. E. Tuttle
Rubber

J. A. Matthews
Cordouan

254 Broadway

Style No. 930, Cedar Kid Blucher, $5.50

Lyman's
Saratoga Springs

BRADBRUARY PARLORS

446 Broadway, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Where you can find the finest and largest stock of Piano and Organ in the North east. Why not buy the MANUFACTURER and save the retailer's profit. New Price $150.00 up to $500.00 on easy terms. Every Piano fully guaranteed.

All the Latest Sheet Music.on Sale.

PIANO TO RENT.